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Introduction
Making the transition from phonics and phonetic readers to non-phonetic readers is one of the more
delicate aspects of reading instruction. When reading starts to click, sometime in kindergarten or
first grade, students start to read far in advance of their phonics instruction, in which case controlled
vocabulary readers lag far behind the students’ potential reading ability. At this point it is time to
transition to children’s literature with age-appropriate but non-controlled vocabulary. This is a gradual
process that occurs at different rates for children, so it is important to provide phonics support through
this process.
In second grade we continue with focused phonics lessons on the student's reading level. As with first
grade, Phonics for Reading will include a brief introduction to aid in decoding words. Syllabication, or
looking for phonetic chunks in multi-syllabic words, is thoroughly practiced. During this year there
will be fewer common words as many of those once too-advanced phonograms have been introduced
and the student can now decode these challenging phonograms. Of course, some English words break
all the rules. These words are also studied.
Phonics for Spelling is based on Spelling Workout C, which is a phonics-based spelling program that
provides a thorough review of basic phonics. Spelling is for mastery learning. The goal is for students
to be able to spell their weekly spelling words without error. Thus these words and all of their phonetic
elements are practiced every day for mastery.
This guide begins with a “Phonics Overview for the Teacher,” a thorough grounding in the “ABC’s and
all of their tricks.” English is the most irregular of any of the modern Western languages. Because of the
complexity of spelling patterns in English, it is helpful for the teacher to have this overview as a guide
and reference. Phonics Overview, however, is not how phonics is taught to the student. Following
the Phonics Overview, model lessons for spelling and reading and daily lesson plans will guide you
through teaching phonics to your students.

Introduction
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Phonics
Overview

for the teacher
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Sound Symbols
The purpose of this Phonics Overview is to give you, the teacher, a comprehensive understanding of
English spelling patterns. Because most English sounds can be spelled by multiple phonograms, and
conversely, many phonograms represent multiple sounds, English phonics can be quite confusing.
Having all of the sounds and phonograms at your fingertips in this section will give you a handy
reference as you teach reading and spelling in K-6. This Phonics Overview is not a guide for teaching
phonics to children. It is a teacher reference only. Model phonics lessons follow this section.
Students are taught to read and spell with phonograms—letters and letter teams that spell the sounds
of the English language. But because there are so many phonograms, it is helpful for the teacher to start
with the smaller number of sounds first. According to linguists, English has 44 sounds. The symbol /…/
means the sound of. Read /t/ as the sound of t. The words given in parenthesis after each sound
provide a word in which the sound can be heard. Example: /b/ (bat)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

/b/
/d/
/f/
/g/
/h/
/j/
/k/
/l/
/m/
/n/
/p/
/r/
/s/
/t/
/v/
/w/
/y/
/z/
/ch/
/sh/
/zh/
/th/
/th/
/hw/
/ng/

(bat)
(dog)
(fan)
(gate)
(hat)
(jump)
(kite)
(leaf)
(mop)
(nest)
(pig)
(rock)
(sun)
(top)
(vase)
(wagon)
(yo-yo)
(zebra)
(cheese)
(ship)
(treasure)
(thumb)
(the)
(wheel)
(ring)

Vowel Sounds
1. /ă/
(at)
2. /ĕ/
(Ed)
3. /ĭ/
(in)
4. /ŏ/
(on)
5. /ŭ/
(up)
6. /ā/
(cake)
7. /ē/
(feet)
8. /ī/
(dime)
9. /ō/
(home)
10. /ū/
(cube)
11. /oi/
(coin, boy)
12. /ou/ (house)
13. /oo/ (moon)
14. /oo/ (book)
15. /â/
(bear)
16. /ä/
(car)
17. /ô/
(ball)
18. /û/
(bird)
19. /Ə/
(away)

(

Consonant Sounds

Notice some interesting facts about the sounds of the English language:
1. There are 25 consonant sounds and 19 vowel sounds.
2. Seven of the 25 consonant sounds are not represented in the English
alphabet. Sounds #19-25 are represented by letter teams.
3. Three of our letters are not on this sound list: c, q, and x. The letter c
does not have a unique sound but rather spells the sounds of either s or
k. The letters q and x are actually blends of two other letters. Q has the
sound /kw/ and x has the sound /ks/.
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Sound Symbols

Consonant Sounds and the Phonograms that Spell Them
The forty-four sounds of the English language listed on the previous page have many spellings.
Phonograms are letters or letter teams that spell these sounds. We will begin with the consonant
sounds first because they have far fewer spelling variations than the vowels.

Consonant Sounds		

Phonograms

1. /b/

(bat)			

2. /d/

(dog)			

3. /f/

(fan)				
phone		

4. /g/

(gate)				
ghost		 guest			

5. /h/

(hat) 				
who				

6. /j/

(jump)				
magic		

7. /k/

(kite)				
cat			back			 chord

8. /l/

(leaf)					

9. /m/

(mop)					

10. /n/

(nest)				
know

11. /p/

(pig)					

12. /r/

(rock)				
write

13. /s/

(sun)				
city		scene

14. /t/

(top)				
dropped

15. /v/

(vase)				Stephen

16. /w/

(wagon)				
what		 gu = /gw/ (language), su = /sw/ (persuade)

17. /y/

(yo-yo)				
onion		

18. /z/

(zebra)				
has

19. /ch/

(cheese)				
nature

20. /sh/

(ship)				
machine nation			special		

21. /zh/

(treasure)				
vision		

22. /th/

(thumb)				

(this sound is made through the teeth)			

23. /th/

(the)				

(this sound is voiced)		

24. /hw/

(wheel)			

25. /ng/

(ring)			

laugh

badge 		

graduate, soldier

mission

equation

Notes:

1. The /hw/ sound, #24, has a soft h before the w. This sound is very close to /w/ and in many, if not most, areas of the
country is no longer pronounced differently from /w/. You may ignore this sound unless your region of the country
pronounces the initial sound of whale differently from the initial sound of wear. It is not an important sound to
emphasize in phonics since young ones, if they can hear these sounds at all, can transition easily between them.
2. Sound #25, /ng/, is closely related to /nk/, which is not on the sound list because it is a blend of /ng/ and /k/ resulting
in the sound /ngk/. These two sounds are complex and should be taught through word endings such as onk, ink, ing,
ong, etc.
3. Sounds #22 and #23 are the two sounds of th. Again, these two sounds should not be overemphasized as students
transition between them easily. In reading, students must try both as there is no way to predict the correct one. In
many dictionaries the two forms of th are written differently: th or th with a slash for the voiced sound (the) and an
unmarked th for the unvoiced (thick/thin).
Consonant Sounds and the Phonograms that Spell Them
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Vowel Sounds and the Phonograms that Spell Them
English has more vowel sounds with a greater variety of spelling patterns than any other modern
language. The short vowel sounds are relatively consistent in their spelling patterns, but the long vowel
sounds, #6-10, may each be spelled in as many as eight different ways. In addition to long and short
vowels, English has five additional vowel sounds (#11-14, 17), r-controlled vowels (#15, 16, 18), and
lastly, the schwa sound (#19), found in unaccented syllables.

Vowel Sounds		

Phonograms

(at)					

2. /ĕ/

(Ed)			bread					

3. /ĭ/

(in)			myth				

4. /ŏ/

(on)			want

5. /ŭ/

(up)			son

touch

6. /ā/

(cake)			baby

sail

7. /ē/

(feet)			be		

meat deceive

8. /ī/

(dime)			find

cider		 my		pie			high

9. /ō/

(home)			

open		 cold		 boat

snow		 toe		

10. /ū/

(cube)			

unite		 feud

few

view

11. /oi/

(coin)			boy

12. /ou/

(house)			now

bough

13. /oo/

(moon)			ruby

do		

blue

new

fruit

14. /oo/

(book)			put

could

15. /â/

(care)			bear

chair their

there

16. /ä/

(car)				

17. /ô/

(ball)			salt		

walk		

18. /û/

(bird)			her		

burn		 word		 earth			

19. /Ə/*

(away)			enemy		

(

1. /ă/

say

break		 veil

jaw

animal		

obey

chief		 puppy		

fault

key
though

shoulder

truth

caught		

ought			

dinosaur		 until

*Vowels in unaccented syllables often have an indistinct sound similiar to /ŭ/. Dictionaries call this the
schwa sound and give it the symbol of an inverted e.
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Phonograms and Their Sounds
Now that you are acquainted with the sounds of English and the multiple ways they are spelled, it is
helpful to reverse the process. In this section you will start with the phonograms and look at the sounds
they spell. This is the order that phonics is presented to children learning to read. For a comprehensive
overview of the most common English phonograms, we will go through the Memoria Press Phonics
Flashcards, which are organized into nine categories.

Section I: The alphabet: Cards #1-26
The first phonograms students learn are the 26 letters of the alphabet. The alphabet cards teach
students to recognize upper- and lowercase letters and the name and one sound for each letter. Each
flashcard has a picture to help students remember the sound. Only one sound is taught for each letter:
the hard sounds of c and g, the /s/ sound of s, the consonant sound of y, and the short vowel sounds
of the vowels. With these letters and sounds, students learn to sound out consonant-short vowelconsonant words, the backbone of English spelling and its most reliable phonics pattern.
Section II: Letters that spell more than one sound: Cards #27-47
Before going on to English letter teams, this section includes the nine letters that have more than one
sound. Cards for long and short vowels, with the macron and breve, are used to teach the two primary
sounds of the vowel letters. Though all vowels have other sounds, they are not included here since the
primary goal is to master the long and short vowels.
The consonant letters are the most reliable feature of our English alphabet. Of our 21 consonant letters,
17 have only one sound. The four consonants that have more than one sound are the “soft” and “hard”
sounds of c and g, the three sounds of the letter s, and the four sounds of the letter y.
This section may be taught after Sections III and IV if desired. The /ĭ/ sound of y occurs in more
advanced words and may be postponed until needed. The /sh/ of s occurs in only a few words, which
can be taught as sight words. 										
1. c		
/k/
/s/			
cat
ice						
2. g		
/g/
/j/			
goat gem
3. s		
/s/
/z/
/sh/		
sun
rose		
sugar
4. y		
/ī/
/e/
/y/
/ĭ/
fly
candy		
yo-yo		
cymbal
5. a		
/ă/
/ā/			
apple cake
6. e		
/ĕ/
/ē/			
egg
me
7. i		
/ĭ/
/ī/			
igloo kite
8. o		
/ŏ/
/ō/			
mop rope
9. u		
/ŭ/
/ū/			
nut
cube

Section III: Consonant Teams A: Cards #48-56
These consonant teams are covered early in the phonics sequence because they are used with onesyllable short vowel words. The four common h-digraphs1 spell four consonant sounds for which our
alphabet doesn’t have a letter. In addition, this section includes the phonograms qu, ck, and double
letters ff, ll, ss, and zz. Q is always followed by u and has the sound /kw/. The /k/ at the end of onesyllable words is usually spelled ck.
1. qu		
/kw/				
quilt						
2. ck		
/k/				
duck
3. ff, ll, ss, zz					
puff bell
pass buzz
4. ch		
/ch/				
chick (ch has two more sounds, included in Section VI)
5. sh		
/sh/				
ship
6. th		
/th/
/th/			
this, that, thick, thin
7. wh		
/w/
/h/			
whale, whole
Any two-letter team can be called a digraph, but we will reserve the term for the h-digraphs, ch, sh, th, wh, ph.

1

Phonograms and Their Sounds
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Section IV: Consonant Blends: Cards #57-92
Most phonograms are letters or letter teams that spell a particular sound, not blends of the letters in
the team. The phonogram ch, for instance, is not a blend of c and h, but rather a team that represents a
particular sound. The consonant blends in this section are an exception. Each is a true blend of the letters
in the team. They are included in phonics programs because students need practice with them. Final
consonant teams are first because they are usually at the end of short-vowel words that students learn to
read early. Next are the initial consonant blends that are found in words with long and short vowels.
Cards #57-64 		
Final Consonant Blends		
				nd, nt, st, mp, ft, pt, xt, lt, lf, lk, lp
Cards #65-92		
Initial Consonant Blends
1. S blends			
sc, sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, st		
2. R blends			
br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr
3. L blends			
bl, cl, gl, fl, pl, sl
4. W blends			
sw, tw
5. Three-letter blends		
squ, scr, shr, spl, spr, str, thr
Practice with these blends will give students a huge increase in words they can read. These blends are
very reliable, and have only the true sound of the blend, so there is no need for a sound symbol.

Section V: Vowel Teams A: Cards #93-111
Vowel Teams for Long and Short Vowel Sounds. The cards in this section give the most common
spellings for the long vowel sounds. It is in the spelling of the long vowels and the additional vowel
sounds in Sections VII and VIII that English is most irregular. In contrast, short vowels have few
alternate spellings; there are only two phonograms for short vowels, ea and ou, the last two cards
in this section. The listing below is a summary of the phonogram cards in this section. There is a
separate card for each sound in this list. Some of these phonograms are found in other sections with
additional sounds.
1. ai		
/ā/				
2. ay		
/ā/				
3. ei		
/ā/
/ē/			
4. ea		
/ā/
/ē/
/ĕ/		
5. ey		
/ā/
/ē/			
6. ee		
/ē/				
7. ie		
/ē/
/ī/			
8. igh /ī/					
9. oa		
/ō/				
10. oe		
/ō/				
11. ow /ō/
/ou/				
12. ou
/ō/
/ou/ /ŭ/		
13. ough
/ō/				
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snail
ray
eight ceiling
steak leaf
bread
obey key
bee
priest pie		
light
goat
toe
snow		
how
shoulder
out
young
doughnut

Section VI: Consonant Teams B: Cards #112-126
More Advanced Consonant Teams. The consonant teams in this section are more advanced than the
ones in Section III and should be taught as needed.
Notes:
1. /ng/ and /nk/ are difficult sounds to isolate, but students can easily say the whole endings as shown
on the cards: ang, ong, ing, ank, onk, ink.
2. ge and dge are phonograms for /j/ at the end of words. (The e in ge keeps the g soft, and the d in
dge keeps the preceding vowel short.) tch is a frequent /ch/ ending for one-syllable words with
short vowels.
3. A few consonant teams have multiple sounds. The consonant team ch is reintroduced here with its
two additional sounds. Students need to recognize the very common letter team gh, which shows
up in many common words and is usually silent. In a few words, gh has /g/ or /f/.
4. There is a separate card for each sound in this list.
1. wr		
2. ng		
3. nk		
4. ge		
5. dge		
6. tch		

/r/
/ng/
/ngk/
/j/
/j/
/ch/

write				
ring				
bank				
cage				
badge				
patch				

7. kn		
8. ph		
9. ch		
10. gh		
11. gu		
12. gn 		

/n/			
/f/			
/k/
/sh/		
/silent/ /g/
/f/
/g/			
/n/			

knife
phone
chorus, chef
high, ghost, rough
guide
sign

Section VII: Vowel Teams B: Cards #127-142
(

More Advanced Vowel Teams. The vowel teams for the long and short vowel sounds were covered in
Section V. This section covers phonograms for five additional vowel sounds: /oi/, /ou/, /oo/, /oo/, /ô/.
Notes:
1. Two of these sounds, /oi/ in boy and /ou/ in out, are the two English diphthongs. A diphthong occurs
when two vowels are blended together into one continuous sound in which both vowels are still heard.
(Even though a diphthong is a blend, it is still considered one of the 44 sounds of the English language.
Consonant blends are not.) For students it is not necessary to distinguish between diphthongs and the
other vowel teams since all English vowels have a tendency to sound like diphthongs.

(

2. Two additional vowel sounds are /oo/ in foot and /oo/ in boot. /oo/ in boot was introduced as one of
the two sounds of /ū/.
3. There is a separate card for each sound in this list. Some of these phonograms are found in other
sections with additional sounds.
9. oul		
10. all		
11. au		
12. aw 		
13. aught
14. ought

/oo/
/ô/
/ô/
/ô/
/ô/
/ô/

(

/oi/						
/oi/						
/ou/ /oo/					
/ou/						
/oo/ /oo/					
/oo/						
/oo/
/oo/

(

1. oi		
2. oy		
3. ou		
4. ow		
5. oo		
6. ue		
7. ui		
8. ew		

Phonograms and Their Sounds
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Section VIII: R-controlled vowels: Cards #143-158
R is one of the “bossy” consonants that pulls and distorts its neighboring vowel. The cards are in the
order: /âr/, /îr/, /ôr/, /ûr/. There are multiple spellings for most of these sounds. (The sound symbols
used on the phonogram cards below are expanded from the vowel sounds listed in the beginning of
this guide. The letter r has been added to each symbol and the sound /ôr/ has been added.)
1. ar		
2. air		
3. are		
4. ear		
5. eer		
6. or		
7. oor		
8. ore		
9. our		
10. war
11. er		
12. ir		
13. ur		

/är/			
/âr/			
/âr/			
/âr/
/îr/
/ûr/
/îr/			
/ôr/
/ûr/		
/ôr/			
/ôr/			
/ôr/			
/ôr/			
/ûr/			
/ûr/			
/ûr/			

car
chair
care
bear ear
earth
deer
north worm
door
more
four
war
fern
bird
turkey

Section IX: Advanced phonograms: Cards #159-173
In multi-syllable words, the vowel is often muffled in the unaccented syllable and has an indistinct
sound called schwa. The schwa sound can be spelled by any of the five vowels, has the sound /ŭ/, and
the symbol Ə. The schwa sound also occurs in three common word endings with the sounds /Ər/, /Ən/,
and /Əl/. The suffixes ed, ing, and ly are included in this section.
1. al			
/el/			
2. el			
/el/			
3. le			
/el/			
4. ci			
/sh/			
5. sion		
/sh/ /zh/			
6. tion		
/sh/				
7. ture		
/ch/				
8. su			
/zh/			
9. ed			
/ed/ /d/
/t/
10. ing		
11. ly
12. Ə			
/ŭ/			
13. er, ar, or		
/er/			
14. en, in, on, ten /en/			
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oval
camel
apple
magician
mansion
addition
picture
treasure
petted		

division

sailed		

baked

vowel sound in unaccented syllables
paper		
dollar		
color
open		
raisin		
button		

Vowel Sounds and the Phonograms that Spell Them
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Syllabication
The purpose of syllabication at this level is to help students pronounce and spell multi-syllable words.
All of the multi-syllable words in this guide have been divided into syllables for you. This summary
of syllabication is for the teacher’s background, though you may give some principles of syllabication
to your students if you think it appropriate. Because of the irregularity of English spelling, many
irregularities also arise in syllabication. When dividing English words into syllables, we must let the
pronunciation be our guide. Start first with the word’s pronunciation and then check with a dictionary
if you are unsure. Below are a few principles to help you better understand English syllabication.
Many words have only one syllable: cat, chalk, strike, stretch. Many words have two or more syllables: paper,
syllable, pencil. Every syllable has a vowel sound and there are as many syllables as there are vowel sounds. It
is not always easy for a child to hear the number of syllables in a word. Here are two techniques:
1. Clap the number of syllables.
2. Place the flat of your hand under your chin and say the word. Your chin should move your hand for
each syllable. Try these two techniques with: muffin, napkin, stretch, that, play, sunset, dentist, basket, throne.

Types of Syllables
Three major types of syllables in English are the open and closed syllables, and the le syllable. Though there
are many syllables that don’t fit neatly into this scheme, learning these patterns is still helpful.
1. Closed Syllable
A closed syllable ends with a consonant and the vowel is normally short. Cat, that, jump, neck, and
stretch are all one-syllable words with one short vowel sound. CVC and most CVCC words are closed
syllables. CVCC words that have long vowels, such as bind and cold (Phonics Rule #6), are exceptions
to the short vowel sound of most closed syllables. Examples of closed syllables in multi-syllable words
are pen·cil, bun·ny, num·ber.

2. Open Syllable
An open syllable is not closed in with a consonant so the vowel is free to say its name.
The vowel in an open syllable is usually long.
	Examples: be, see, my, you
Examples in two-syllable words: bā·by, pā·per, bē·hind, tī·ny, ō·pen, tī·ger, stū·dent
You can illustrate the difference in an open and closed syllable by dividing the word paper incorrectly:
păp·er would have a different pronunciation because the a would be short instead of long. Rebel can be a
noun or verb depending on the pronunciation: rē·bel´ is a verb and rĕb´·el is a noun.
Note: Syllables with vowel teams are called vowel-team syllables. Syllables with vowel teams may or
may not be followed by a consonant, but the consonant does not affect the pronunciation of the vowel as
it does in open and closed syllables.
	Examples: snow and play have vowel-team syllables that are not followed by a consonant.
	Examples: team, sail, eight, field, mouth, and moon have vowel-team syllables that are followed
		
by a consonant.
	Examples: rē·peat, rē·main, and be·cause are two-syllable words with vowel teams.
Syllables with r-controlled vowels are called r-controlled-vowel syllables.
	Examples: la·bor and riv·er

3. Words Ending in Consonant le
The le at the end of the word captures the consonant before it and creates a new syllable. The vowel
sound of the syllable is actually the back sound of the letter L, which is actually a semi-vowel.
	Examples: lit·tle, rid·dle, cas·tle, nes·tle
Note: In el words, the el does not capture the preceding consonant unless it is doubled, but it does make a
new syllable.
	Examples: nick·el, trav·el, nov·el, chan·nel, tun·nel
Syllabication
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Syllabication Rules
Use these rules as helpful generalizations to aid students in dividing spelling words into syllables.
1. There are as many syllables as vowel sounds. Silent e, of course, does not make a new syllable.
dic·ta·tion

spell·ing

kin·der·gar·ten		com·pu·ter		In·di·an·a

Count the syllables: su·per·cal·i·fra·gi·lis·tic·ex·pi·al·i·do·cious

2. A short-vowel syllable is closed with a consonant.
A long-vowel syllable is open, not closed by a consonant.
Closed Syllable			 Open Syllable
căb·in ăd·mit 			 bā·by pā·per 		
dĕn·tist pĕn·cil 			 ē·ven zē·ro 		
cĭt·y
sĭx·ty 			 pī·lot spī·der
dŏn·key dŏc·tor 			 ō·mit rō·bot
mŭf·fin sŭn·set			 tū·lip dū·ty

A
E
I
O
U

3. Divide words between consonants and double consonants, but not between consonant blends
and teams.
dĕn·tist

pĕn·cil

dŏn·key

dŏc·tor			

tun·nel

mŭf·fin

4. The le at the end of the word makes a new syllable and usually captures the consonant before it.
lit·tle

rid·dle

cas·tle			

nes·tle

5. When the suffix ed has the sound /d/ and /t/, it does not make a new syllable. When it is
pronounced /ed/, it does make a new syllable. (CP1, p. 108)
ed = /t/		
reached
puffed		

1
16

ed = /d/			ed = /ed/
sailed				pet·ted
played				 land·ed

CP = Classical Phonics
Syllabication

Phonics Rules
These Phonics Rules are to help you and your students talk about very basic spelling patterns,
especially in one-syllable words. Stating them explicitly makes them more concrete for students, but
they need not be chanted. Students will learn them from frequent use.
Phonics Rule #1: The vowel in CVC words is short. (CP1, pp. 36, 41)
Phonics Rule #2: Silent e at the end of a one-syllable word makes the vowel before it say its name. (CP, p. 44)
Phonics Rule #3: In one-syllable words, the final f, l, s, and z are usually doubled. (CP, p. 52)
Phonics Rule #4: The final /k/ in one-syllable words is spelled ck (two-letter k). (CP, p. 52)
Phonics Rule #5: Q is always followed by u, and qu make the sound /kw/. (CP, p. 66)
Phonics Rule #6: The vowels i and o may be long when followed by two or more consonants. (CP, p. 77)
Phonics Rule #7: c and g are usually soft before e, i, y, and hard before a, o, u, and consonants. (CP, pp. 80-81)

1
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Spelling Rules
Most usable spelling rules address adding suffixes. The only rule below that addresses the problem
of multiple spelling patterns for the same sound is Rule #7. These rules will be taught and practiced
throughout the grammar school years. Rules #1-4 are introduced at the end of first grade. Expanded
versions of these rules are in the back of this guide and will be taught in more detail in grades 2-6.
Spelling Rule #1: Double the final consonant of a 1-1-1 word when adding a suffix that begins with a
vowel, but never double final w, x, y. (CP1, p. 109)
Spelling Rule #2: When adding a suffix that begins with a vowel, drop silent e. (CP, p. 109)
Spelling Rule #3: Change y to i except when a vowel precedes the y or the suffix begins with an i. (CP, p. 110)
Spelling Rule #4: Add s to make a word plural. Add es to words whose final sound comes through the
teeth: words that end in x, s, sh, or ch. If the word already ends in e, add only s. (CP, p. 110)
Spelling Rule #5: Do not change the spelling of a base word when adding a suffix that begins with a
consonant. (CP, p. 111)
Spelling Rule #6: The suffix ful has one L. (CP, p. 111)
Spelling Rule #7: I before E except after C or when sounded like A as in neighbor and weigh. (CP, p. 83)

1
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Model Lesson Plan: Spelling with Phonics
You may adjust this model lesson to fit your student(s) and your schedule, whether you teach in a
five-day school, a two-day cottage school, or a homeschool. This plan includes both Recommended and
Essential activities. The Recommended phonics activities solidify the phonics lessons of kindergarten
and provide additional practice with new phonograms. They are highly recommended for the
classroom; and even for the advanced reader, they are still a good use of time. Use your judgment.
Now, turn to the first week in your Curriculum Guide and also Week 1, Phonics for Spelling, in the
Weekly Lessons that follow this section, before you go through the lesson plan below.

Monday, DAY 1:
Essential
1. Write each lesson’s spelling words on the board, where they should remain for the whole week.
You may want to write the phonograms that are the focus of each week’s lesson in different colors.
2. Read the story on the first page of each lesson. Discuss bold spelling words and the story.
3. Turn to the second page of the lesson and pronounce the words, having students repeat after you.
Provide a short sentence for any word for which a context is needed. Say words again and spell each
letter aloud, having students repeat after you. Say, spell, say. (Fox, f-o-x, fox) Repeat every day.
4. Have students write spelling words in their Spelling Notebook.
Recommended: Flashcards and/or phonics activities, Classical Phonics, Core Skills Phonics 2
Tuesday, DAY 2:
Essential
1. Say, spell, say.
2. Read the Spelling Tip. If this guide provides an alternate wording for the Tip, use it instead. Go
over the spelling words, emphasizing the phonics focus of the lesson.
3. Do Word Study. (see facing page)
4. Have students write spelling words in their Spelling Notebook in Colorful Words, highlighting the
important phonograms in different colors.
Recommended: Flashcards and/or phonics activities, Classical Phonics, Core Skills Phonics 2

Wednesday, DAY 3:
Essential
1. Say, spell, say.
2. Complete the second and third page of the Spelling Workout C lesson together as a class. Omit the
last page, which shows words misspelled.
3. Have students write words in their Spelling Notebook, in syllables if applicable.
Recommended: Flashcards and/or phonics activities, Classical Phonics, Core Skills Phonics 2
Thursday, DAY 4:
Essential
1. Say, spell, say.
2. Dictate words for pre-test.
Recommended: Flashcards and/or phonics activities, Classical Phonics, Core Skills Phonics 2
Friday, DAY 5:
Essential
1. Say, spell, say.
2. Test
20

Model Lesson Plan: Spelling with Phonics

Notes for Spelling lesson plan

Essential Activities
Word Study: The Word Study on Day 2 is a set of questions to help students notice and remember
additional phonetic elements in spelling words. Asking questions trains students to be observant
“detectives” and careful students of words. Each question can be worded in a variety of ways,
so feel free to change the wording if you like. Focusing on the phonograms of each word helps
students to slow down and see each word as a linear progression of sounds and symbols. It improves
pronunciation and spelling and reinforces the phonics they are learning.
To help you teach the lesson, the Word Study references the Phonics and Spelling Rules that are
found in this guide and also in Classical Phonics. These phonics principles are not for memorization
or chanting. They are seen so frequently in spelling words that students should be able to articulate
them easily after seeing and hearing them multiple times. Spelling Rules are more difficult and are
introduced near the end of the year. They will be added to and practiced throughout the grades.
The last page of each Spelling Workout lesson is not recommended because seeing misspelled words,
while not harmful for good spellers, should be avoided for the majority of students who struggle
with spelling.
Syllabication: All multi-syllable words are divided into syllables for you. Dividing words into syllables
helps students spell longer words. Students should write their spelling words divided into syllables
at least once in their Spelling Notebooks. You can discuss with students how you are dividing words,
but at this stage syllabication is for the purpose of helping students slow down, pronounce, and spell
longer words accurately.

Recommended Activities
Phonics Flashcard Review: Most lessons include the Recommended activity of reviewing phonograms
with flashcards. The flashcard is an effective learning tool because it isolates a phonogram and focuses
the student’s attention on a letter or letter team and its sound. Students have a tendency to rush and
guess and be inaccurate when reading and spelling. The phonics flashcard review helps students to
slow down and see and remember the individual components of words.
Phonics Activities: Most lessons have activities that involve ear training. These activities usually
involve writing on a whiteboard or holding up a card, or something that is a bit more fun and active.
Read words together in Classical Phonics: Many lessons suggest reading word lists in Classical
Phonics. Reading a word list with your student(s) is a very direct and efficient learning activity. Have
students put a finger on the first word and move down the list as you say each word for them. Ask
students to repeat each word after you. For the second time you can let students read a column of
words around the room, or you can alternate with an individual student. Since the words have no
context, you will have to discuss the meanings of some words. As an alternative, you can write a
selection of words from Classical Phonics on the board and review them throughout the week.

Model Lesson Plan: Spelling with Phonics
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Model Lesson Plan: Reading with Phonics
You may adjust this model lesson plan to fit your student(s) and your schedule, whether you teach in a
five-day school, a two day-cottage school, or a homeschool. This plan includes both Recommended and
Essential activities. The Recommended phonics activities solidify the phonics lessons of kindergarten
and provide additional practice with advanced phonograms students will meet in their reading. They
are highly recommended for the classroom; and even for the advanced reader, they are still a good use
of time. Use your judgment. Now, turn to the third week in your Curriculum Guide and Week 3 in the
Weekly Lessons that follow this section before reading through this model lesson.

Monday, DAY 1:
Essential (see notes on facing page)
1. Pre-reading: Common Words
2. Pre-reading: New Words (listed in each lesson in this guide)
3. Pre-reading: StoryTime Treasures Study Guide: Word Study (first page of each lesson, top)
4. Read assigned pages in literature. (first half of each week’s reading)

Tuesday, DAY 2:
Essential
1. Pre-reading: Common Words
2. Pre-reading: New Words
3. Read assigned pages in literature. (second half of each week’s reading)
4. StoryTime Treasures Study Guide: vocabulary and questions (bottom, first page and second page)

Wednesday, DAY 3:
Recommended (see notes on facing page)
Phonics for Reading
Essential:
1. Reread pages assigned on Day 1.
2. StoryTime Treasures Study Guide: Finish lesson pages.

Thursday, DAY 4:
Recommended
Phonics for Reading
Essential
1. Reread pages assigned on Day 2.
Friday, DAY 5:
Rereading and phonics review as necessary.
*This model schedule begins in Week 3 of Phonics for Reading. During the first two weeks of school, we
are reviewing phonics concepts by having students read through the Primary Phonics Readers, Set 5.
Each day, students will read one of the readers and practice the specific phonics concepts each reader
focuses on. Then, in Week 3, we begin StoryTime Treasures with Little Bear.
We have also included two weeks of supplemental holiday reading at the back of this guide for those teachers with the time to include
Winter on the Farm and Christmas in the Big Woods in their curriculum at Christmas time.
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Model Lesson Plan: Reading with Phonics

Notes for Reading lesson plan

Essential Activities
The transition from phonics and phonetic readers to non-phonetic readers takes careful preparation.
These pre-reading activities are important to ensure students have the tools they need to be successful.
Pre-reading activities are focused on a) common words and b) new words. Previewing difficult words is
the single most effective activity you can do to help your students develop into fluent readers. It is direct
and time-efficient. Words that students tend to stumble over should be reviewed as often as necessary.
DAYS 1 and 2:
1. Many of the Common Words in each lesson are found in the Memoria Press Phonics Flashcards set,
and will be indicated with the flashcard number following the word. For Common Words not found
in the Phonics Flashcards set, write the word on an index card. Since common words usually have
non-phonetic features, they should be drilled as often as needed for your student(s). Students need
to know that they can’t necessarily sound out every letter in these words and that these words may
break rules they have learned. Immediate recall of common words is necessary for reading fluency.
(The first page of each lesson in StoryTime Treasures is a word study of both common and new
words, and we have added additional new words in this guide. Use your judgment in deciding
how many and which of these new words to emphasize.)
2. New words that might need attention are listed in each lesson of this manual. Write these words
(or a selection) on the board, and go over the pronunciation and meanings. Sound out the regular
phonetic features. Recite the words together throughout the week as often as you think necessary.
3. The top of the first page of each lesson in StoryTime Treasures is also a word study. Go over the
pronunciation, meanings, and spellings, and have students copy each word in the designated space.
Syllabication: All multi-syllable words, both in StoryTime Treasures and this guide, are divided into
syllables for you. Dividing longer words into syllables helps students to sound out and pronounce
unfamiliar words.
Reading: Teachers should do some reading aloud to model good expressive reading. In the classroom,
all students should read aloud. Teachers should make notes of reading fluency and expression for each
student and provide additional practice in class or at home if needed.
Comprehension Questions: Have students read each question and try to formulate a complete answer.
If students don’t know the answer, help them find it in the text and read it again. Help students
develop a good complete answer orally. Write this sentence on the board and have students copy the
answer in their StoryTime Treasures Guide, using correct spelling and punctuation. Answering questions
and composing answers is a valuable learning activity. A question stimulates thinking. Composing
an answer requires even more thinking and is a good composition exercise. Speaking well in correct
sentences is also a valuable learning activity.

Recommended Activities
Pages from Classical Phonics with word lists for some of the new and old phonograms are given on
Days 3 and 4. For instance, in Little Bear, students may not have learned the r-controlled vowels or the
le suffix. Now is the opportune time to study these phonograms by looking at the other words with
the same spelling pattern. You can write a selection of words on the board and review them all week
as students read them together, in pairs, or individually. Or students can read a column of words in
Classical Phonics together.

Model Lesson Plan: Reading with Phonics
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WEEK 1 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 1
Monday
□□ Phonics Flashcards: consonants, short vowels
st-nest-64

ar-car-143

or-north-149

er-fern-155

ir-bird-156

□□ Short Vowel Review: Review the breve sign that indicates a short vowel.
□□ Read a word from Classical Phonics, p. 41. Have students write on their whiteboards the vowel
sound they hear, with a breve, in the middle of the word you read.

Tuesday
□□ WORD STUDY
1. Which words have double consonants? kill, egg, cannot (Phonics Rule #3)
2. Which word has the sound of short a? fast
3. Which words have the long I sound spelled with the magic e? nine, life, quite, beside
4. How many different words have the /ur/ sound ? 4; bird, water, person, sister (CP, p. 100)
5. Which word has the same vowel sound heard in the word car? mark (CP, p. 98)
6. Which word has the soft sound of c? since (CP, p. 80)
7. Which word has the short o sound spelled wa? (CP, p. 102, a = /ŏ/)
8. Which word has the sound of /kw/? quite

Wednesday
□□ Introduce syllabication: A syllable is a part of a word that has one vowel sound.
□□ Put your hand flat under your chin and say the word book.
How many times did your chin move your hand? (1)
How many vowel sounds do you hear in book? (1)
Book is a one-syllable word.
□□ Now try it with the word bookcase.
How many times did your chin move your hand? (2)
How many vowel sounds do you hear in bookcase? (2)
Bookcase is a two-syllable word.

□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, pp. 3, 5, 7 (consonant review)

Thursday
□□ Review syllabication. Say several words and see if students can give the correct number of
syllables. (Try the word supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.)
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, p. 10 (Read words in box. How many syllables are in each?)

Friday
□□ Review all short vowel sounds and have students give a word with each short vowel sound:
□□
□□
□□
□□

A as in apple
E as in egg
I as in Indian
O as in octopus

□□ U as in umbrella
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WEEK 1 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 1

WEEK 1 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 1-3)
Monday
Chapter 1 Pre-reading
□□ New Words: write, Mrs. Bid•son, No•ah
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: prai•rie, wan•dered, vis•i•tor
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
soft c-ice-41

ie-chief-102

wr-wreath-112

or-color-172

□□ Common Word: sure (#255)

Tuesday
□□ Phonetic Word Study with Classical Phonics
□□ write (CP, p. 106 – wr = /r/)
□□ visitor (CP, p. 112 – or)

Wednesday
Chapter 2 Pre-reading
□□ New Word: guess
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: rail•way, twen•ty-five, bag•gage, bless•ing, learn•ing

Thursday
□□ Find short-vowel words from the story.
□□ Have students explain how to find the number of syllables in a word.

Friday
Chapter 3 Pre-reading
□□ Common Words: would (#283), laughed (laugh - #229)
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: re•peat, fidg•et•ed, al•pha•bet, dif•fer•ent
□□ Review syllabication and short vowels as needed.

WEEK 1 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 1-3)
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WEEK 2 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 2
Monday
□□ Phonics Flashcards: short vowels, long vowels
soft c-ice-41

soft g-gem-43

ck-duck-49

cl-clock-79

pl-plate-82

er-fern-155

□□ Read Classical Phonics, p. 80 (soft c) and p. 81 (soft g).

Tuesday
□□ WORD STUDY
1. Which word has soft g at the beginning of the word? giant (CP, p. 81)
2. Which two words have soft c at the end of the word? ice, once (CP, p. 80)
3. Name the six words with two syllables. faces, magic, wagon, giant, danger, places
4. Which two words have silent consonants? climb, pick
5. Which two words are both plural and rhyme? faces, places
6. Which two words are both singular and rhyme? age, cage
7. How is the soft g sound spelled at the end of the words in our list, ge, gi or gy? ge (CP, p. 81)
8. Which two words break the silent e rule? gone, give
9. Which words keep the silent e rule? ice, case, faces, age, places
10. Which two words contain consonant blends? places, climb

Wednesday
□□ Write the following words on the board. Each student reads a word and indicates if the c or g is
hard or soft and why: gum, gym, card, nice, gel, gram, gab, giant, spice, city, clam, place, coat, cannot.
□□ Bonus: gouge, sconce

Thursday
□□ Using your spelling list, decide how many syllables are in each word.
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, pp. 13-14 (hard and soft g)

Friday
□□ List the vowels on the board in columns. Students come to the board and write the short-vowel
word given in the correct column. (Use words in Classical Phonics, pp. 36-40.)
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, p. 19 (hard and soft c & g)
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WEEK 2 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 2

WEEK 2 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 4-5)
Monday
□□ Have students practice syllabicating several words from the story.
□□ Phonetic Word Study with Classical Phonics/Phonics Flashcards:

□□ soft c-ice-41
□□ Review soft c. When soft c is followed by an e, i, or y, it says its soft sound.
□□ Classical Phonics, p. 80 – first 3 columns (don’t include sc words)

Tuesday
Chapter 4 Pre-reading
□□ New Words: vi•o•let
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: beau•ti•ful, ques•tion, e•nough
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
q-quilt-17

soft c-ice-41

soft g-gem-43

ea-leaf-99

gh-cough-123

□□ Review soft c. Review soft g. Just like c, when g is followed by e, i or y, it makes its soft sound, /j/.
□□ Classical Phonics, p. 81, first 2 columns, g = /j/

Wednesday
□□ Review as needed.

Thursday
□□ Phonetic Word Study
□□ Review soft c and g.
□□ There is only one word in Chapter 4 with the soft g sound. Can you find it? (page, p. 22)

Friday
Chapter 5 Pre-reading
□□ New Words: Her•cu•les
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: pic•tures, war•rior, soft•ly
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
ft-gift-57
war-wart-153

er-fern-155
ture-picture-165

ly-safely-170
or-color-172

WEEK 2 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 4-5)
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WEEK 3 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 3
Monday
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
ck-duck-49

th-this/that-53

st-nest-64

er-fern-155

le-apple-161

□□ Put each of the spelling words on the board. Have students say the 5 vowels, tell how many
syllables are in each word, draw a line to separate syllables, and circle the vowel in each syllable.

Tuesday
□□ WORD STUDY
1. Which two-syllable words have double consonants in the middle of the word? little, collar,
gobble, bottom
2. Which other two words have two syllables? under, level
3. Which words have a consonant blend at the end? past, felt, next
4. Which one-syllable word has the short u vowel sound spelled with the letter u? dug
5. Which one-syllable word has the short u vowel sound spelled another way? does
6. How are the ending sounds of little and level different? One is spelled le and one is spelled el. (CP, p. 114)
7. Which is the only word that begins with a consonant blend? them (CP, p. 59)
8. Which word has /er/ spelled ar? collar
9. Which word has /er/ spelled er? under

Wednesday
□□ The teacher reads the following words, and the students write the middle consonant sound they
hear on their whiteboards: spider, lizard, wagon, bacon, salad, robot, apple, garage, petal, beaver, city,
sofa, tiger, lemon, bottle, peanut, camel, mixer, paper.
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, pp. 25, 27 (short vowel review)

Thursday
□□ Write the words from Wednesday on the board. Students read the words and underline the
middle consonants.
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, pp. 29, 31, 33 (short vowel review)

Friday
□□ Review alphabetical order. Practice by putting spelling list words in alphabetical order. (Bonus: Do
it again, but backwards.)
□□ Core Skills Phonics 3, p. 35 (short vowel review)
□□ Complete Week 3: Assessment (Second Grade Worksheets).
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WEEK 3 | Phonics for Spelling – Spelling Workout C, Lesson 3

WEEK 3 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 6-7)
Monday
□□ Phonetic Word Study with Classical Phonics
□□ warrior (CP, p. 101 – war)
□□ pictures (CP, p. 115 – ture)

Tuesday
□□ Review difficult words as needed.

Wednesday
Chapter 6 Pre-reading
□□ New Words: prim•er, ner•vous•ly
□□ Discuss how the pronunciation of primer does not follow regular silent e pronunciation.

□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: be•neath, an•nounce•ment, ex•ci•ted
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
soft c-ice-41
th-thick/thin-54

nt-tent-63
ea-leaf-99

ou-young-111
ou-round-129

ly-safely-170
er-paper-172

Thursday
□□ Phonetic Word Study with Classical Phonics
□□ nervously (CP, p. 102 – ou)

□□ Write the words you, soup, group, out, shout, cloud on the board. Compare the sound of the letters ou
in these words.

Friday
Chapter 7 Pre-reading
□□ New Words: po•e•try, his•tor•y
□□ Syllabication for Literature Guide Words: point•ed, blos•soms
□□ Phonics Flashcards:
y-candy-37

tr-track-77

bl-block-78

oi-coin-127

or-north-149

WEEK 3 | Phonics for Reading – Prairie School (Chapters 6-7)
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